RTD shuttle buses replacing A Line service due to emergency repairs

Customers should plan ahead and prepare for delays

DENVER (Aug. 23, 2022) — The Regional Transportation District (RTD)'s A Line service is being replaced by shuttle buses between Central Park and 40th & Airport•Gateway Park stations due to emergency repairs.

Shuttle buses are operating between the following stations:

- Central Park Station
- Peoria Station
- 40th & Airport•Gateway Park Station

Trains are operating between Union and Central Park stations with delays of up to 45 minutes. Additionally, trains are operating between 40th•Airport-Gateway Park and Denver Airport stations with delays of up to 30 minutes.

Maintenance crews are working on repairs. There is no estimated time as to when A Line trains will return to posted schedules. Customers are encouraged to sign up for Service Alerts to be updated on when trains will resume service to affected stations.